
In the know … 

I recently attended a course entitled “Learning to 

Learn Creatively” which was delivered by Peter 

Greenhaigh from the Link Partnership. It began with 

an overview of the key messages for improving 

learning and teaching. 

 

Key messages 

 The biggest impact on learning is teacher/pupil relationships. 

 Teachers need to use strategies that work in the classroom – metacognition is 

key (what they know and what they need to know in order to learn – see last 

week’s bulletin). 

 Talk is the true foundation of learning, but only if it is structured by the teacher. 

 Pupils can only become independent once they’ve learnt to collaborate. 

 Pupils need to be “finder outers” and not consumers. 

 The key to teaching and learning is “formative” assessment – pupils need to 

be able to make mistakes, reflect, get good quality feedback and then 

improve. 

 Teacher clarity is essential – objectives, tasks, feedback, success criteria. 

 Spaced practice is essential – revisit learning and key skills regularly (revision, 

testing and assessment) and build into the SoL. 

 The best way to retrieve is for students to test themselves – quizzes/tests. 

 Students need to “Make it stick.” 

Each week I will focus on one aspect of learning to learn creatively. 

Learning to learn creatively: Focus – Think time, think partners and pairs into fours 

 Every lesson should begin with a challenging starter – start with a challenging 

question – get pupils to repeat the question (develops working memory) – 

give think time (structured) – partner discussion (structured) – group discussion 

(structured) – review (feedback to class). 

 4 is a perfect grouping  

Think – becoming responsible for thinking for yourself (from self-verbalising and 

processing a response to ideas generating, reflection, interpreting/making 

sense for yourself and self-assessment). 

Pair – learning conversations (from turn taking and listening and responding to 

developing ideas and constructing learning with others and to working as 

coach partners and undertaking peer assessment). 

Pairs into fours (from turn taking and dialogue to team working and joint 

responsibility; from interpreting, sense making and problem solving to 

consensus building and preparation for individual tasks or group response. 
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